
July 2, 2008 

Mr. Warren Buffett 

Berkshire Hathaway Corporation 

3555 Farnam Street 

Omaha, NE 68131 

Dear Mr. Buffet: 

We who lost family members in the air crash of Orient Thai’s One-Two-Go OG269 in 

Phuket, Thailand on September 16, 2007 have learned that National Indemnity Company, 

via Global Aviation Underwriting Managers, Ltd, is the lead insurer for Orient Thai 

Airlines (dba as One-Two-Go, Kampuchea and Grandmax Group Ltd). 

You may not be aware of the significant warning signs of an imminent crash by Orient 

Thai Airlines, however the Thai Civil Aviation Authority (DCA) certainly was.  They 

had received warning letters by Orient Thai pilots and proof of unsafe and illegal flight in 

the years previous to the deaths of our loved ones.  They did nothing.  They still do 

nothing. 

We have proof of fraudulent check rides (since the crash), proof of exceeded flight 

maximums (before and since the crash), and proof of fraudulent maintenance by Orient 

Thai (before the crash, presumed to continue). The Thai DCA has this information as 

well. Yet illegal and dangerous flights by Orient Thai and other airlines continue. 

We know the rescue operation was far below ICAO standards as the on-site fire station 

was under-manned, the foam and water under-stocked, and – shockingly – the crash was 

reported as a non-emergency to the rescue crews. 

We are very troubled by the unwillingness of the DCA to seek truth and accountability in 

this disaster; by their poor oversight before this disaster; and by their lack of interest in 

preventing future disasters.   

Our evidence is posted on the web at www.InvestigateUdom.com where we have almost 

5,000 signatures asking the Thai authorities to properly investigate and ensure 

accountability for the crash of Orient Thai’s One-Two-Go OG269 resulting in 90 deaths.  

Mr. Buffett, for the future safety of the 700,000 Americans and 14 million tourists 

worldwide who travel to Thailand, we ask you to direct the National Indemnity Company 

to cease providing aviation insurance to airlines based in Thailand, including but not 

limited to Orient Thai Airlines in its many incarnations.   

This simple act will go a long way to improving safety and ensuring accountability. 

 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Bonnie Rind  Louise and Sophie Denny 

Leah Scheuerman Doris Geiselman 

David, Karen and Robin Woronoff Rick and Lina Falcone 

Richard and Margaret Collins  


